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Subject: - Request for proposals for AMC of Moodie LMS platform at IIM Amritsar. 

Date: - 20.07.2022 

Proposals are requested from interested bidders on the IIM Amritsar e-Tender portal for AMC of Moodie LMS platform at IIM 

Amritsar. The bid should be uploaded on the IIM Amritsar e-Tender portal by 12:00pm on 29.07.2022. The bid may be opened on 
the e-Tender portal on the same day, i.e. 29.07.2022 at 12:30pm. Quantity, specification and other related details of the items are 
mentioned in 'Annexure A'. 

TERMS & CONDITIONS 

1. The Invitation is open to all registered service providers/manufacturers/authorized dealers/suppliers who are having PAN/GST number
and Bank A/c number in their firm/Co. name.

2. Bidder will sign on all the pages of this proposal at the designated spaces. The submission of the bid implies that the terms and conditions
of this proposal are acceptable to the bidder.

3. AMC will cover one-year remote Service Maintenance for the said learning management system listed in Annexure 'A' including
periodic and immediate requirements.

4. The vendor should have three years of experience in similar kinds of services that have been provided at the national level
organizations and must have a well-trained and certified workforce to handle AMC. (please attach proof).

5. The bidder will provide additional documents such as an incorporation/business registration certificate, previous year turnover
proof, and MSME/Startup certificate required. These documents shall be used in case of a tie, if any required document is not
found, the bidder will not be considered for the proposal.

6. The scope of work is listed in Annexure 'B'.

7. The bidder should provide a declaration related to non-blacklisting in Annexure 'C'.

8. The bidder shall provide the complete correspondence address, contact number and alternate number and email id.
9. If the date of opening of the proposal is declared a holiday, it will be opened on the next working day at the same time.

10. Any other charges, such as packing and forwarding, delivery charges, sales tax, etc. if any shall be included in the quoted price.

11. Price: Prices quoted by the supplier and accepted by the Institute will be final and no deviation in price will be accepted during
the period of AMC/warranty.

12. Contract period & Renewal: The initial contract period will be accepted for one year that could be extended further on yearly

basis, subject to the approval by the competent authority with the same terms & conditions of this NIQ based on institutional

needs, satisfactory performance and/or fulfilment of contractual terms & conditions by the contractor/agency.

13. Payment: The vendor will submit the bills after the completion of each quarter. Payment will be released within 15 working days

after receiving the invoice on a quarterly basis after duly certification of bills/reports by the authorized official of IIM Amritsar.

14. Liquidity Damages: The service provider should attend to and resolve the reported issues/repairs at the earliest or within the
prescribed deadline of maximum 24hrs. And, will have to provide alternative arrangements/backup until the problem is fully
resolved.

a. The vendor should provide the service on the same day latest in 24 hours from the registration of the complaint and the

problem should be resolved within 24 hrs., failing which the applicable LD of Rs. 500/- per instance for delay shall be

deducted from the bills submitted.

b. Failing to provide the resolution of the problem, a repair/service will be availed from the outside and the billed amount of

which shall be deducted from the quarterly bill of the service provider along with the service charges of 10% over and

above.

c. On repeated non-compliance issues, the AMC contract may also be terminated, the vendor may be blacklisted for three

(03) years and payment of the AMC/warranty period will not be paid. The institute will not be liable for the same.

15. Jurisdiction: For all intents and purposes any contract under the order shall be deemed to have been concluded at Amritsar

16. Financial Evaluation: The financial bid should be submitted strictly in the prescribed format (Annexure A) and should remain valid
for a minimum of three months after opening the bid. Financial bids, which are incomplete, unclear, overwritten and are not
submitted in the prescribed format, will be summarily rejected.
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